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INSTITUTE MACHINERY DAMAGE ADDITIONAL DEDUCTIBLE CLAUSE
(For use only with the Institute Voyage Clauses — Hulls 1/10/83)

Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in this insurance a claim for loss of or damage to any machinery, shaft, electrical equipment or wiring, boiler condenser heating coil or associated pipework, arising from any of the perils enumerated in Clauses 4.2.2 to 4.2.5 inclusive of the Institute Voyage Clauses — Hulls 1/10/83 or from fire or explosion when either has originated in a machinery space, shall be subject to a deductible of .................

Any balance remaining, after application of this deductible, with any other claim arising from the same accident or occurrence, shall then be subject to the deductible in Clause 10.1 of the Institute Voyage Clauses — Hulls 1/10/83.

The provisions of Clauses 10.3 and 10.4 of the Institute Voyage Clauses — Hulls 1/10/83 shall apply to recoveries and interest comprised in recoveries against any claim which is subject to this Clause.

This Clause shall not apply to a claim for total or constructive total loss of the Vessel.